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Rondo was a citrus-flavored soft drink available in limited U.S. 
markets in the late 1970s and early 1980s, one which was 
"blended from fine essences", and "lightly carbonated".

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rondo_(soft_drink)
Rondo (soft drink) - Wikipedia

Lightly carbonated | The Economist
www.economist.com/node/9587705
Aug 02, 2007 · European companies are not yet taking full advantage of carbon markets

Lightly carbonated alcoholic beverage marketed as a â€¦
www.answersking.com › Conversion LLC
Below you will be able to find all Lightly carbonated alcoholic beverage marketed as a
beer alternative. This is a very popular game developed by Conversion LLC who have
also developed other entertaining games such as Guess the Emoji, Symbology, Guess
the Gif and Guess the Word.
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Lightly Carbonated (@salsaflocka) | Twitter
https://twitter.com/salsaflocka
The latest Tweets from Lightly Carbonated (@salsaflocka). hell burns like heck

Amazon.com : V8 +Energy Lightly Carbonated, Orange ...
www.amazon.com › â€¦ › Energy Drinks
Amazon.com : V8 +Energy Lightly Carbonated, Orange Pineapple, 12 Ounce, 4 Count
: Grocery & Gourmet Food

Carbonated (Sparkling) Water: Good or Bad? - Healthline
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/carbonated-water-good-or-bad
Tonic water is a form of carbonated water that contains a bitter compound called quinine,
along with sugar or high-fructose corn syrup. Bottom Line: Carbonated water is created by
combining water with carbon dioxide under pressure.

Higher Power Energy Drink â€“ BEST SERVED CHILLED.
LIGHTLY ...
higherpowerenergydrink.com
HIGHER POWER is made in America with a combination of natural ingredients and
vitamins. Enjoy a lightly carbonated Pomegranate Blueberry or Sugar Free flavors with a
safe & healthy boost. HIGHER POWER is designed to deliver the high-power energy you
need to operate and get any task done.

Carbonated Beverage Hydrocolloids | GENU BETA Pectin
https://www.cpkelco.com/.../beverage/applications/carbonated-beverages
By using our carbonated beverage hydrocolloids, beverages can be formulated that mimic
the flavor and mouthfeel of full sugar products, without the calories. By using our
carbonated beverage hydrocolloids, beverages can be formulated that mimic the flavor
and mouthfeel of full sugar products, without the calories.

V8® +Energy Orange Pineapple Lightly Carbonated - â€¦
https://www.pinchme.com/samples/745-v8-energy-orange-pineapple...
V8® +Energy Orange Pineapple Lightly Carbonated V8® +Energy Orange Pineapple
Lightly Carbonated You will receive 12 Oz can of V8® + Energy Orange Pineapple â€¦

Sparkling wine - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sparkling_wine
Sparkling wine is a wine with significant levels of carbon dioxide in it, making it fizzy.
Commonly called champagne, EU countries legally reserve that term for products
exclusively produced in the Champagne region of France.

History · Semi-sparkling wine · Red sparkling wine · Production

15 New Healthy Soda Alternatives | Eat This Not That
https://www.eatthis.com/healthy-soda-alternatives
Their teas come in nine different flavors, all of which are made from a base of guayusa
leaves, a plant native to the Amazon rainforest with double the antioxidant capacity as
green tea. (The unsweetened guava flavor is our ultimate fave!) Theyâ€™ve also got a
line of lightly carbonated energy drinks which come in 0, 10, and 80 calorie varieties.

Sparkling White Grape Raspberry - V8®
https://www.campbells.com/v8/energy/sparkling-white-grape-raspberry-2
V8 +Energy White Grape Raspeberry is a lightly carbonated juice blend, containing one
combined serving of veggies & fruit and no added sugar. V8 +Energy is an excellent â€¦
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